NEWSLETTER - FALL 2016
Happy holiday season everyone!! Families are gathering, weather is changing,
and life is busier every day! Don't stress! Take time to sit by the fire after a
long day of Christmas shopping to read a good book. Please check out
everything that has been happening and the things that are going to happen!
Hope everyone is well! Happy Holiday's and Happy Reading!!!

"THE DOCTOR'S SLEIGH BELL PROPOSAL"
His surprise Christmas promise.
Dr. Ellen Cox goes to South America to break the
shackles of her confined life. But she never imagined
replacing them with bonds of desire for her new
hotshot boss—Chance Freeman!
Guarded Chance, although sorely tempted, tries to
keep Ellen at a distance—and when the dangers of
their jobs are ramped up, he sends her home to
safety. Then he realizes his mistake and heads for
snowy New York, determined to win Ellen with a very
special Christmas proposal!

This little snowman is
my favorite ornament
that I will be placing on
my Christmas Tree this
year!

Christmas Present
Idea!!!
A World War II Flight Surgeon’s
Story documents Dr. Lamb Myhr’s
experiences as a flight surgeon during
WWII when the Army Air Force was
still a new frontier. Dr. Myhr’s
contributions were as varied as they
were unprecedented as he worked as
a pioneer in aviation medicine. During
the three years he was involved in
WWII, he served in two theatres
‘keeping them flying.’

Check out my friend
Carol Burnside's new book
"His Small Town Princess"

Christmas Treat Recipe
Ritz Crackers dipped in White
Chocolate
Need:
Box of Ritz Crackers
White chocolate bark or morsels
Peanut Butter of your choice
Make little sandwiches with the peanut butter
and Ritz crackers. Melt your white chocolate and dip the cracker
sandwiches into the chocolate. Lay on aluminum foil to let the chocolate
harden back up. ENJOY!!!
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